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Agbo Kenechukwu Daniel
(IDC / Nigeria)

We are glad to welcome you to the 28th Graduate School of International
Studies’ (GSIS) Gazette publication. This is a product of students of GSIS
at Ajou University. You may agree with us that [social] media has afforded
us a very unique opportunity to create, build and showcase our identities
to the world through digital medium. Though this has often been abused
by both the media channels and the wider audience, it will be a herculean task to underestimate the impact of the social media on human existence. It is a way of showing to its audience the ‘brand name’ of the culture and tradition of people and nations (though many may argue against
it). For this reason we chose the “MEDIA and IDENTITY” theme for this
edition.
Take an adventure into some of our carefully selected articles. We live in
a world of high complexity; therefore [social] media has a diverse impact
on our contemporary world. From different perspectives, our contributors share with us not only their view on the impact of media on their
societies and cultures but also make extra and thought provoking efforts
to examine some of the contemporary issues surrounding the media.
We consider this avenue very important to share this with our larger
audience. Besides, this edition also presents coverage of some of the
unique GSIS events and extra-curricular activities this semester. Finally,
we always remain grateful to you, our readers, as you peruse the pages
of ‘the Gazette’. It is our pleasure to remind you that this publication is
also open to criticisms and commendations. Please kindly direct your
comments to the editors or Ajou GSIS. This will enable us to improve our
subsequent publications. We, moreover, do not forget to appreciate the
contributions of Professor Iain Watson and Ms. Kyungrim Kim of GSIS;
without them, our efforts would have been fruitless. Enjoy your reading
adventure!

Samith Vatnakoudom
(IDC / Cambodia)

K C Sunesh
(IDC / Nepal)
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Professor Iain Watson
(NGO / IDC)
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This semester many of our students went to
the 2015 post-2015 ODA Conference in Seoul.
They also asked some key questions to on
stage and senior conference delegates. I have
always been amazed and proud how Ajou GSIS
students are willing to stand-up and be counted at these conferences. It takes nerve and
composure to do this, and our students have an
abundance. There’s no doubt that such pro-action gains a lot of earned and therefore genuine respect amongst conference organizers
for students and for Ajou GSIS. Korea’s middle
power allies such as Mexico and Turkey were
strategically invited to the conference, along
with the United Arab Emirates (UAE) a key energy based partner in the Middle East and in
Korea’s Global Green Growth Initiative (GGGI).
A report of the event is filed in this Gazette edition. ODA is becoming a financial hedge fund
for the private sector in risky investments. Issues of national ‘donor’ branding, donor competition, data monitoring, disaster risk and issues of donor credibility were identified. There
is so-called middle income poverty where people are living above extreme poverty but are not
economically secure: ie there is a job but not
a livelihood. This is due to increasing competi-

tion from rising low wage export based countries who are now using the same successful
model. This is also shifting traditional foreign
aid policies from pro-poor to ‘make more connected’ based on ‘filling gaps’ rather than on
distribution. At the same time specific forms of
distribution (more effective tax collection) are
also seen as an alternative to traditional and
conditional foreign aid. One striking issue that
emerged during the summer was Korea’s apparent turn around (against US wishes) to join
the Chinese based Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB) and significantly, as a founding (rather than merely new) member. Korea
aims to ‘delink’ economics from security in its
relations with China and the US. Korea seems
to be hedging toward the US on recent island
and territorial disputes in the South China Sea
but welcomes better infrastructure relations
with China over access to Eurasia. Interestingly, as I write this, for the first time in 60 years,
leaders from the People’s Republic of China
and Taiwan (Republic of China) are meeting in
Singapore. Perhaps this suggests a new era
and a new concern for the US. Indeed the US
has recently been criticized for taking its allies
for granted, and hence growing consternation

from South Korea and Israel, amongst others.
There is a debate in Taiwan as to whether it is
time to move beyond the ‘two China’ tension
and to generate a specific Taiwanese identity/
strategy. As this Gazette volume points out,
identity is now increasingly tied to information
we get, and this includes the media. As Marshall McLuhan once put it, in the global village
‘the medium is the message’. It matters in
what form the information comes to us. It is the
form that determines our trust, and it is who
we can trust that also impacts on who we want
to ‘identify’ with or which identity we want to
choose. Many young Taiwanese want better relations with the People’s Republic (jobs, trade
and travel). Yet some fear greater trade relations with Beijing may lead to absorption by the
People’s Republic. Washington must be feeling
a little uneasy with yet another ally opening
dialogues with Beijing. Korea in turn is becoming increasingly involved with a number of EU
countries such as the UK. In fact the ‘forgotten’
relationship between the UK and Korea seems
to be improving with a recognizing of their mutual interests both in policy terms (as founding
members of the Global Green Growth Institute)
and in terms of shared identity issues over ‘the

North’. For the UK there is the issue of Scottish
‘secession’ and independence from a unified
state, and, for Korea, there is the North Korea
issue and debates on the ‘type’ of unification
envisaged. Both Korea and the UK are increasingly tied to Chinese infrastructure investment
being both founding members of the AIIB. In
my view the ‘bridging’ days in Korea and of the
aggressive liberalist ‘total globalisation’ (or
‘Korea confronts globalisation’) and the ‘beyond
the region’ global Korea of the 2008-2013 Conservatives, are over. They are being replaced by
a more subtle, and, in my view, an ultimately
more successful ‘Korea is bringing globalisation to Eurasia’ and ‘to the Asia-Pacific’ pivot
approach. Maybe one day it will be possible to
travel overland from Busan to Gibraltar direct
on the KTX.
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Media and Cambodian Youth
In our complex world, the media has been one
of major roles in engaging people’s attention
in a number of critical issues from social and
economic to political, and across countries.
Media, however, can be a two-pronged knife.
Some might see it as a tool to making social
benefits whilst some might take it for granted
Article from
Gazette Editors
in a way that means it could also produce bad
side effects such as the recruiting of young
people by ISIS (Islamic State of Iraq and Syria),
just to name one particular instance. However,
I wish to share my views on how the media (and
especially the social media) influences many
young people in my country, Cambodia. Located in Southeast Asia and with a relatively small
population of approximately 15 million people,
Cambodia has been integrating herself into the
Samith Vatnakoudom
(IDC / Cambodian)
regional and globalized world. Many Cambodians, especially young people, have consciously
exposed themselves to the advancement of the
technology and utilized technological advantages for their interests and national interests.
Over the past few years, a number of mobile
phone’s users and Internet subscribers in
Cambodia have rapidly increased, reaching
over 5 million Internet subscribers by January
①
2015, up from about 3.8 million in 2013 . Social
media has been a significant tool for Internet subscribers, and Facebook has been the
largest Social media site used by Cambodians
with a total of around 1,420,000 users actively
①
②
online every month . The increase of people
https://www.cambodiadaily.
com/news/one-third-ofin accessing to the social media has widened
cambodians-now-onlineample opportunities for both public and private
thanks-to-mobile-phonessectors to promote products and services quite
79547/
effective to their targets with low costs. More
②
importantly and surprisingly, the social media
http://geeksincambodia.
in general and Facebook in particular has been
com/facebook-statistics-incambodia-2014/
utilized very effectively by a number of politicians from the opposition party (the Cambodi③
an National Rescue Party or CNRP) to gather
http://techpresident.com/
news/wegov/24223/risingsupport from young people whose voting prosocial-media-use-drivesportion is expected to be higher in the coming
youth-involvementcambodias-national-elections 2018’s national election; Sam Rainsy, a leader of CNRP, alone has more than 1.7million
Facebook fans. Cambodia’s national election
of 2013 could be an influential example of how
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New Social Media and its impact on Intercultural Adoption
the social media has shaped Cambodia’s political climate. Though CNRP could not win the
election, it gained an unprecedented number
of seats, picking up 55 seats out of 123-seat
National Assembly, making a landslide political victory of the 2008’s, the ruling Cambodian
③
People’s Party (CPP) lose 22 seats from 90 . A
lot of analysts and observers argued this was
due to the fact that young voters could be well
informed through social media [Facebook] regarding social injustice and many other social
problems. Due to a lack of transparency and
because most local media coverage is seen to
be bias to the ruling Cambodian People’s Party
(CPP), the Cambodian people to some extent
tend to pay more attention to information given
through the social media (Facebook). Expectedly, this has changed the mainstream media
approach of both the Cambodian government
and ruling party to engage their members into
the social media, specifically Facebook, which
they ignored until the result of 2013’s election
challenged their expectations. Until recently,
the Prime Minister of Cambodia, Hun Sen,
(who used to deny he had an official Facebook
account or page), announced in public of his
official Facebook page (Samdech Hun Sen,
Cambodian Prime Minister) which now has
more than 1.2 million fans. They can share
their national identity and pride and support
for Cambodian national teams. Some people
even go further, raising extra financial support
for their team. For example, one Cambodian
lady alone raised almost USD 2,000 to support
the Cambodian national football team (‘U23’s)
using her personal Facebook account. It was
reported that at a recent football match between Cambodia and Singapore (June 11, 2015)
the Cambodian national stadium was flooded
by more than 40,000 Cambodians for the first
time ever. In short, in the years to come, social
media such as Facebook will stay as one of the
central tools for Cambodian youths to interact
with one another as well as to utilize for their
personal interests and social activities, perhaps even creating a new national identity.

Article from
Gazette Editors

In the 21st century new social media as a part
of everybody’s life and have become increasingly popular components of global society.
Intercultural adaptation is the process of promoting cultural identity and understanding of
the self through interaction to increase the level of appropriateness so that the demands of
a new cultural environment can be met. In this
connection in the globalized society that people
tend to use new social media like Facebook,
YouTube, twitter and Smartphone’s ( I-phone,
Samsung phone ) become more integrated into
the host culture during their cultural adaptation and used to maintain connections to their
home countries. In contemporary society, social media is an important part of a culturally
diverse world and society because it promotes
the interconnectedness and interdependence
with each other. It is used for social interaction
that allows for people to communicate and
engage with information. In today’s society,
there is an increasing number of social media
users to identify their identity. So, new social
media become more popular in daily patterns
and routines. The communication that occurs
in these online contexts promotes interactive
dialogues that build understanding of different perspectives. In this way in social media,
people have an opportunity to express their
opinions to the public and participate in con-

versations and dialogue through a common
virtual medium. People use social media for
many reasons. It is needed for connection and
interaction with other people so that, people
can easily fulfill a sense of belonging through
support from relationships with others and
sense of self identity. In relation to interacting
with others online, people use social media to
gain knowledge and learn about different opinions. People can express their individualistic
and collectivistic cultures that are apparent in
users in communication and behavioral styles.
In addition, communication is an important
feature in this intercultural process. Since numerous people migrate to study, work, and live,
talking with others before and after. This type
of intercultural adjustment is only possible to
communicate effectively and productively in the
globalizing society. Furthermore, global communication competency is an important ability to develop in order to help us understand
other cultures and communicate successfully
in today’s society. Here competence involves
cognitive, affective, and behavioral aspects in
relation to the four dimensions: global mindset,
unfolding the self, mapping the culture, and
aligning the interaction. The Internet exemplifies such a significant means in connecting to a
diversity of people, places, ideas, and cultures
in order to construct self- identity.

K C Sunesh
(IDC / NEPALI )
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Agbo Kenechukwu Daniel
(IDC / Nigeria)
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According to World Bank estimates, only 5%
of Africa’s international trade in food staples
takes place between African Countries, with
the remaining coming from outside Africa
(World Bank 2012). Since the colonial era, West
Africa and other African regions have been a
massive market destination for manufactured
goods and services from Europe, America and
more recently China. While West African countries continue to export raw materials (crude
oil, minerals, coffee, cocoa, etc) to these countries, the countries in return transform the raw
materials to finished products which occasionally are sold to West Africa at a very exorbitant
price. Many analysts have argued that the
reason why trade expansion has been limited
in West Africa is because the region has been a
sustaining market for the developed countries’
equipment (machinery, chemicals, petroleum
products, scientific instruments, food stuffs,
textiles, etc.) and manufactured goods; therefore, developed countries are not willing to help
the economies of these West African countries.
Globalization may be best defined as the integration of national economies which leads
to increased flows of goods, services, capital,
people and information across borders. On
the other hand, Regionalization is the societal
integration process of social and economic interaction in the same geographical region. The

prevalent argument about regionalization is
the issues surrounding border determination;
whether cultural, commercial or historical.
Does regionalization oppose globalization?
At first it might seem apparent that both processes are conflicting because the very nature
of globalization is by definition global, while
regionalization is naturally regional (European
political thought). Many analysts believe that
regionalization undermines the potential benefits coming out from a liberalized global economy since the promoters of regionalization of the
world system claim that the latter reduces the
perceived negative effects of globalization. The
Economic Community of West African States
(ECOWAS) represents a regional group of 15
West African nations formed in 1975, with the
objective of constructing a free trade area and
possibly creating single currency. The extent to
which this has been achieved is a question that
requires response from every member country.
Since Africa’s independence, there has been
much effort for economic integration of African countries. Most of the ECOWAS countries
are primary producers of commodities and as
such over-rely on their primary products for
both intra-ECOWAS export and inter-ECOWAS
export. This has not yielded desired outcomes
because the politics of international price system makes primary commodities even cheaper

than manufactured goods. Therefore, there
is need for ECOWAS countries to start adding
value to their primary products. For this to be
achieved the policy makers of ECOWAS region
must seek realistic ways of developing their
manufacturing industries. This will lead to
optimal value chain, job opportunities, effective trade interaction and will make the region
more competitive in the international market.
Massive investment in critical infrastructure
will unlock production capacity. Increased
productivity of the manufacturing industry will
also act as a catalyst that will accelerate the
pace of structural transformation and diversification of the economy in the region. It also has
a spill-over effect to other sectors especially
agricultural sector since its goods are needed
for production to take place. To tackle the issue of insecurity in West African region, there
is need for the governments of the region to
reinforce collaboration among countries within
the region and the international community.
The Gulf of Guinea is important to West Africa
as well as it is to the world. It is estimated that
40% of Europe’s oil imports and close to 30% of
the United States’ imports of petroleum products must travel through the Gulf of Guinea
each year. For this reason, both the European
Union and America should adopt more sincere
ways of cooperating with ECOWAS countries

in tackling this menace for trade expansion to
take place. The prospect of trade expansion in
West Africa will continue to be a blurred vision
if the countries in the region do not seek realistic ways of adding values to their primary
goods, solving widespread infrastructure deficits (transportation and electricity), intensifying
sincere actions against corruption and bringing
security fears and attacks into the barest minimums.
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NUBI Report for Fall 2015
Nubi has been known among GSIS students through a number of indoor and outdoor programs
and activities. The Nubi’s buddy program has been helpful for GSIS students arriving at Ajou.
This is the 2nd time that our Gazette gets Nubi engaged in the publication aiming at spreading
information about Nubi. In this Gazette publication, we invite the current Nubi President, Mr.
Ho Min Shin, to tell us some of the significant programs and activities of Nubi and specifically
their recently organized Hwaseong Festival field trip.
Ho Min Shin
(Nubi President)

of all, Could you tell me about activities Nubi has so far in this year organized for
1 Frist
GSIS students?
Well, throughout each semester Nubi tries to
organize many activities, and one among our
current popular activities is the K-Pop dancing
class. Last semester, we arranged the K-Pop
class. It was in the first semester, and only
three foreigners and three Nubi members
joined our K-Pop class. However, in the 2nd
semester of 2015 our K-pop class has now
attracted more participants. Currently, there
are seven foreigners and three Nubi members,
so we can dance many K-Pop songs. Besides,
our activities are now more systematically organized. We can practice in the gym, so we are

able to manage many performances in GSIS
events more effectively, including at the recent
International Day. Also, we have just organized
another wonderful program; it was the Suwon
Hwaseong Fortress trip. Hwaseong is a very
famous place in Suwon. The place has been
registered as the UNESCO World Heritage,
because Hwaseong is the special fortress.
The fortress is mixed with both Eastern and
Western military theory. Because of this specialty, we, Nubi, want to show our GSIS friends
Suwon’s wonderful fortress so they can experience our rich history and culture there.

said Nubi recently organized the Hwaseong Festival trip for GSIS students. Could
2 Asyouyouplease
talk of this event?

10

Exchanging our cultures with foreign students
is one of Nubi’s core objectives. The Hwaseong
festival field trip we organized is therefore
significant. Likewise, we want to introduce our
GSIS friends to the great history of our King
Jeongjo, the 22nd king of the Joseon Dynasty
(1392-1910). King Jeongjo was a good king.
He made many good social systems. For example, he led our country for the public. The
reform was very forward-looking. Many people
agree that King Jeongjo’s leadership was the
first step to modernization. And remarkably
Suwon Hwaseong was built by King Jeongjo.

So, Hwaseong is a very famous place, and
the Hwaseong cultural festival is globally renowned, too. The Hwaseong festival was held
from October 8-11, 2015.10. And our field trip
was on October 9, 2015 when we had more
than 60 GSIS friends and Nubi members participating, all enjoying many activities throughout this field trip. There were many events
in the festival. The best event was the King
Jeongjo procession which is very meaningful
and fantastic to witness. In addition, we experienced small fortress model making.

3 your team observe or learn what participants thought about it?

Regarding to this Hwasung Festival trip, I am curious about the participants’ reaction. Did

I was told personally that many people enjoyed
this trip, and our evaluation did prove this. Especially, GSIS friends enjoyed making Korean
traditional paper and making wristbands, and
almost all confessed it was their first time to
experience such activity. Moreover, we experi-

enced arrow shooting. The arrow is one of Korea’s most traditional weapons. Ordinarily, foreign friends can not experience arrow shooting.
However, through this event, they had a chance
to personally experience this practice.

4 Now, let’s talk about challenges with which your team face in organizing the activities.
The big problem is in deciding when the activities should begin. We have to consider both
Nubi and GSIS students’ schedule. Of course,
some Nubi and GSIS students cannot always
join all our activities. So, we usually arrange
the activity date ahead of time so everyone is
able to manage the schedule. But some of our
GSIS friends can sometimes be late. So, many

people have to wait and the activities start late.
We also had to leave before the activity ended.
Also, when we check the list of names, many of
our GSIS friends who registered for our activities fail to attend the program. Whenever such
situation occurs, many Nubi members are disappointed.

issue of our Gazette stresses media and identity. I want to ask you how Nubi utilizes
5 This
the media in connecting with the members and other GSIS students.
GSIS members can always keep in touch with
Nubi through our Facebook site. Our Facebook
is Nubi Ajou (or https://www.facebook.com/NubiAjou). We always use Facebook. We regularly
check Nubi’s official account. We have five departments. One of them is the foreign promotion team. This team always check Facebook
messages and uploads our activity pictures.
More importantly, if you guys have a problem,

you can call your personal Nubi friend’s phone
number. We have a buddy system, so all GSIS
members have Korean buddy friends. However,
GSIS students usually do not make a cellphone
call. They usually call through internet by using
WIFI. So smartphone apps like Kakaotalk or
Facebook is helpful for connecting them with
Nubi.

6 friends?

Finally, before ending our conversation, do you have any word or suggestion to our GSIS

I want to emphasize that we are friends. When
you guys come to Korea, we are very happy and
expect to keep in touch with you. While staying
in Korea, whenever we have many programs,
we want to make good memories and experience many things together. I think that our

different nationalities are just one difference.
Lastly, Nubi friends and I always try to be considerate with you, and try to help you in Korea
as much as possible. I hope to continue our
friendships.

Interviewee
Ho Min Shin, Nubi President
Interviewed by Vatnakoudom
Samith, Gazette Editor
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The 9th Seoul ODA International Conference - Inclusive Partnership
in the Post-2015 Framework

Abie Abia
(IDC / Cameroon)
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The Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MOFA) and the
Korea International Cooperation Agency (KOICA) prepared the international venue to discuss
good governance and effective institutions on
October 28th. This was the 9th Annual Seoul
ODA international conference which focused a
great deal of attention from scholars, development practitioners, stakeholders from donor
and recipients countries on the topic of “Inclusive Partnership in the Post-2015 Framework.
Participants engaged in heated discussion over
the issue of governance throughout the Conference. Since its first meeting in 2007 under
the theme of effective achievements of UN
MDGs, the Seoul ODA International Conference
has grown to a prominent international conference that touches off heated discussion over
diverse issues in the development arena such
as ODA and MDGs over the last seven years.
The topics discussed at the Conference range
from MDGs to Korea’s development experience
to Busan Global Partnership and to post-2015
framework. South-South Cooperation is not a
recent phenomenon in international politics.
But the term has been gaining relatively greater momentum in the development assistance
discourse with the increasing role assumed
by the emerging powers of the Global South
in the international aid structure. Foreign aid
was earlier seen as a strict flow of money and
resources from the North to South. But the
landscape of foreign aid is changing with the
coming of emerging powers, like China, India,
Brazil, South Korea, Mexico and Turkey into the
frame of the aid structure. These countries are
not only regional powers but are global players.
Therefore, it is evident that South-South cooperation is gaining momentum and the current

international aid configuration reflects shifting
structural dynamics in the international development structure. With this in mind, the idea of
the 9th Seoul ODA conference being based on
inclusive partnership the first expectation was
to see how this inclusive partnership was going
to accommodate the emerging donors in a new
aid system that preaches a change in approach
from one that was unequal and based on conditionalities to a more balanced engagement
with recipients. Student expectations included:
“I am more interested in the emerging donors
and the path that they are actually taking in international foreign aid. Also I was interested in
arising issues like that of identity and whether
these emerging/new donors are actually following the path of traditional ODA or they are
following the path of the new south-south.” –
Musasizi Joseph, NGO Studies
“My expectation of the conference is on the
issue of the new paradigm for the success of
south-south cooperation. It is mentioned that
trust is needed for the success of south-south
cooperation but like we know in international
relations there are neither permanent friends
nor enemies and countries are now building
ties based on mutual benefits rather than
mutual interests. So I am hoping that this
conference would elaborate on how countries
can build this trust and mutual benefits for the
success of south-south cooperation.” – Balikey
Etane, IDC
With the topic of “Inclusive Partnership in the
Post-2015 Framework”, this year’s conference
welcomed experts from traditional donors
and emerging donors, recipient countries and
donor countries in Asia, and diverse sectors

discussed various partnerships as new development agents emerge in paradigm of more
complex and diverse international development
cooperation. ‘Inclusive Partnership’ is considered as the priority development agenda that
all classes and the different types of interest
groups participate in. This year, the theme of
discussion is especially focusing on the new
forms of inclusive partnerships and how to
promote better in the Post-2015 development
framework. The paradigm of the development
cooperation has been changing over the past
decade, becoming further diverse and complex with new and various development actors.
Against this backdrop, the role of partnership,
not least ‘inclusive partnership’, which embraces all the development actors, has become
even more critical in implementing the Post2015 development agenda.
The main discussions of the conference revolved around the fact that emerging donors
are now leading the course for ODA, specifically their firsthand experience with underdevelopment in the recent past. By adopting this
approach to partnership, emerging donors can
shape their equal ground to prioritize their
partner country’s needs as well as the donor’s
own priority sectors therefore, leading to a long
term more effective development program.
This more strategic approach can set the
stage for the best scenario to transformational development which is to say development
that propels a recipient country to become an
emerging donor. A new model can result to
inclusive economic growth which makes for
better partnerships. Private sector actors could
also help development by driving invasion towards market failures. Trilateral cooperation is

another innovative tactic that can also be used
to improve inclusive partnerships. Good partnerships are predictable and sustainable. For
this to be achieved they must be based on the
principles of mutual respect and complementarity as each partner brings its own unique
skills and experiences to the attainment of
shared goals. At the most recent UN summit
member states adopted the new SDG agenda
for global action. States emphasized that the
desired transformation will require a departure
from the usual business of aid and enhancing inclusive global partnerships is one of the
areas in which this transformation can begin.
Talking with the audience after the conference,
this was what some had to say:
“First I would like to mention that ODA in my
country Myanmar is not effective and that’s why
I am interested in this conference. However I
have learnt that the policy of recipient countries as well as their implementation program
is vital for the effectiveness of ODA.” – Ohnmar
Khin, Ewha Woman’s University
“One thing which caught my interest was the
concept of public private partnerships. How to
manage this partnership is what still proves a
challenge and that’s what I hoped the panelists
could elaborate on.” – Pendo Fred Mwaisaka,
Tanzania
What was a concern though was the absence
of African representation seeing that they are
the highest receivers of ODA. The conference is
sure to leave its participants with knowledge of
how inclusive partnership functions and how it
fosters south-south cooperation.

Diana Vicenzo
(IDC / Ecuador)
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Hello, this is Witold Zukowski and welcome to this interview on the GSIS and
Ajou Univ.
Ajou GSIS Reunion Homecoming 2015

G C Kiran
(IB / Nepal)

Bohora Dakendra
(IDC / Nepal)
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The recently concluded and inaugural Ajou
GSIS Reunion Homecoming 2015 Program was
organized by the Graduate School of International Studies (GSIS), Ajou University, between
1-7 November 2015. Since the establishment
of Ajou GSIS in 1996, 574 students have graduated. Ajou GSIS was the first GSIS in Korea.
This achievement has proved that GSIS is one
of the leading academic institutions in Korea
and the global market. In this homecoming
reunion program, 18 participants participated
from different countries. They were known
as the ‘academic ambassadors’ of Ajou GSIS.
Firstly, the scheduled program was fruitful for
all the participants because it directly related
to many current issues. We met Mr. Rajesh
Gyawali from Nepal who is currently working as an Under-secretary of the Office of the
Prime Minister who graduated 7 years ago.
He said that this homecoming program was
really meaningful and significant because it
provided an opportunity to recall a shared past
and to be able to get to know about present
activities more directly. We asked about what
the possibilities to compete in the global market after graduation were. He replied that the
curriculum and other activities of Ajou GSIS
had made students able to sustain their lives
in a globalizing world. Secondly, Ajou GSIS
managed many special lectures, field trips, and
conferences for the homecoming students, as
well as for current GSIS students in relation to
economic development, science and technolo-

gy as well as with the Korean Saemaul Undong
program. These activities really enlightened
the reunion students. The ideas presented in
the special lectures from leading figures of
Korean development such as from science and
technology, trade, development related activities emphasized the importance of engaging
with citizens, civil society, bureaucrats, professional persons and businesspeople. Apart from
the special lecture, they participated in the
Global HR Forum 2015 as well as with a side
visit to Phyentek port, a key place for trade.
Thirdly, participants expressed their opinions in
different ways but the collective voice was that
Ajou University is a unique university because
of its practical strategies. The most important
argument from the reunion participants was
in feeling proud to be a member of GSIS. GSIS
plays an important role in fostering global
citizenship. They also emphasized that professional development activities helped reach
individual goal-setting. One of the most interesting opinions from the participants was that
“Ajou GSIS is like a professional development
university that helped me grow self esteem and
to help achieve my dreams”-Witold J Zukoswki)
. In conclusion, the homecoming reunion program 2015 was like a ‘unification of the parts’.
This opportunity was managed so well by Dean
Lim, Director Kwon, Mrs. Choi and the staff of
the Ajou GSIS and the OIA. It was a milestone
and an innovative showcase for both graduated
students and for current students at Ajou GSIS.

I started developing my professional career
with Daewoo Motor Poland in 1998. Around
that time I learned about the Ajou University
and that changed my life forever. A year later
the Board of Directors and the Ajou University
accepted my application to join the Graduate
School of International Studies (GSIS) program.
Eventually, I went to the most prestigious college in Suwon and got a master’s degree in
Information & Computer Engineering (Graduation Class of 2001).
Back then in the most parts of the world, students studied relaying on the traditional, standardized teaching methods and curriculum. It
was a time when the New Millennium kicked
off and the Internet era virtually exploded. Independent learning online wasn’t as common
as it is today but I have no doubt that joining
GSIS program at Ajou was the best professional decision I’ve ever made. In my view Ajou is
a unique university where not only practical
strategies that you can implement on a daily
basis are taught to ensure you are moving forward towards your goals faster than you can
even possibly believe. Ajou is like a “Personal
Development University” that helped me to
grow my self-esteem, to develop my self-discipline, and to achieve my dreams.
14 years after graduation I was invited by a
Dean of the GSIS to participate in the Ajou
GSIS Reunion Homecoming 2015 - a significant
event, which I’ll keep in my mind for a long
time to come. Thanks to the GSIS courtesy I
was privileged to attend the Ajou International
Day again and whoosh! … I could refresh many
vivid memories and pleasant thoughts about

the time from the past. In my view, the international student community at Ajou was and (as I
could see that again) is always vibrant and full
of energetic activities. Despite generation gap
I could connect with them easily, communicate
ideas, taste some delicious food, and express
emotions in a spontaneous way.
Before I close, I’d like to share with you some
personal insights as a GSIS alumnus on what
you can expect after graduation. We are living
in a world of the most dynamic change that we
have ever seen or experienced in all of human
history. And by all accounts, things will change
more radically, unpredictably and faster in the
future than they are changing in the present.
The impact of change on every aspect of your
life is something that you must take into consideration with every choice or decision that
you make. At the same time, there is a central
core to our existence. There is something at
the center of us that remains constant if we
want to maintain stability and balance in our
lives and enjoy the sense of inner peace and
control that goes along with it. Sometimes
people feel that they are controlled by external
circumstances. But the fact is that your life is
largely determined by your own personal choices and decisions in every area. You are where
you are (the Ajou University) and what you are
(a student) because of yourself. You have gotten
yourself to where you are as the result of the
choices and decisions that you have made in
the past. And if you want to be somewhere else
in the future, it is up to you but making choices
at the GSIS will help you to get out there faster
than you can believe.

Witold Zukowski
(GSIS Graduate in 2000/Poland)
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Many view the KOICA program as an opportunity to study in Korean Universities, but for us
KOICA participants it is something more. It is
a chance to grow as a person, to find yourself
in society, and finally to change the world for
the better. Participation in KOICA program was
definitely one of the most exciting experiences in my life. It made me more open-minded,
strengthened my self-confidence, tolerance,
cultural sensitivity, and enhanced my international skills. Before becoming as a KOICA
participant, I had so many doubts about what
I wanted to do and what would become of me.
After studying Master degree on International
Trade and Policy in Ajou University, I became
more independent, active and flexible. I got the
priceless experience that makes me realize
how the rest of the world needs as a future
generation for our help and there are a lot
of things that must and can be changed. Of
course, living in another country where you
don’t know anybody is not going to be easy for
anyone. It is quite counterintuitive to think that
everything will be smooth, but it is really worth
giving it a try. And everything that happens,
happens for a reason. Living in another country
grants you the opportunity to experience as
much as some of us may see during our whole
life. South Korea became a developed country

in a short period of time. And it depends on
the development of different spheres such as
democracy, economics and more importantly
developed education system and innovative
technologies. As I am living in Suwon-si, for
me it’s internationally developed city. It’s economically, educationally and culturally one of
the model cities of South Korea. Living here in
Korea, the places we get to see, the grateful,
friendly and supportive Korean people we meet,
the differences of cultures we experience, are
most valuable in our life. This is probably our
best chance to learn, to make friendship from
all over the world, and to achieve our goals. At
the end, I would like to thanks all GSIS’s staffs
of Ajou University for their supports during our
life and study here in Korea. And wish you all
Peace and Love in your life and good luck and
prosperity in your work. For prospective students of Ajou University I want to say, always
remember, that dreams come true and everything is possible if you believe in yourself. Good
Luck on your study dear prospective students!

While we’re busy creating new communities
around ourselves online, sharing different aspects of our lives and building a visible record
of ourselves for anyone to see, we don’t often
stop to think about the implications of this
for the concept of identity. It has become the
norm that everyone has at least one profile online where people share a description of their
selves, profile pictures, favorite movies, books
and bands, etc. We do this for a reason. But is
that all? Or does online socializing and sharing
have a bigger role in our lives?
For media to reach 50 million users, radio took
38 years, TV took 13 years, the internet 4 years,
iPod 3 years, while Facebook added 200 million
users in less than 1 year. As Erik Qualman said
“We don’t have a choice on whether we do social media, the question is how well we do it.”
Social media represents a lot of connections
in our lives, but social media’s social graph
doesn’t accurately reflect people’s own connections. You may give different impressions
to others on Facebook, or twitter, but none of
these are the digital self, or online self, but
are merely parts of you. However, it provides
a great channel to explore yourself and your
own identity. When using Facebook or Twitter,
people are interacting in the informal mode
because they can connect with strangers while
keeping ones’ identity anonymous. As such,
sociality veers towards the exploratory, performative, and even fantastical because people
tend to socialize with people they usually do
not know. In the presence of strangers, individuals may feel more liberated to try on different
identities without the pressure of committing
to just one. Social media has afforded us a
unique opportunity to build a very visible, permanent record of ourselves, through a digital
medium. It is, in a way, reinventing the notion
of identity. Is identity almost equal to Facebook

profile? Then is that really who we are? And if
it is, then what if identity can then be explained
as the ‘downloadable self’?. That is, the content I’ve created about myself online could
also lead to a collection of memories that can
be copied into another brain and placed inside
another person. But the question is that if you
could have a downloadable you, would you really want one? Not only is it providing the very
tools to recreate our identities, but it is also
speaking to an innate human fear: that we’ll
be forgotten by others and that our own memories will begin to fade, changing the person
who we are. Is it really worth looking your best
in an outfit, eating the tastiest meal or looking
at the most beautiful sunset if you can’t then
share that moment? It is these actions which
are changing the way we approach identity. Impression management was defined as
“people’s desire to make good impressions to
the others”. We create the image we want the
people to see us through, people evaluate and
respond to us based on this image, and then
we start behaving accordingly. Why shouldn’t
someone have the chance to use a different
name than the one they were given, to project
an alternate version of themselves or a completely fake one? Social media affords us an
opportunity to create a more permanent, public
version of ourselves, so solidifying the idea
of our identity. But it has also made identity
fragile, to the point where it can be completely
‘fake’. Is social media strengthening identity or
eroding it? So is there a fragility in an identity
that depends entirely on digital technology?
Maybe. But to ignore and refuse opportunities
is a mistake. Identity will always be fragile, so
why not have a go at establishing your identity
right here and now, in the media that exists for
us at an increasing rate? It is, paradoxically,
the most real identity we can have, right now.
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On 12th May 2015 at 11:56 am local Nepal time,
a massive earthquake measuring 7.8 magnitude hit the country hard resulting in people
trying to save their lives by running into the
nearby open spaces and helping the ones in
need. Nepal experiences small scale tremors
once in a while but a 7.8 magnitude wasn’t
something that people could ignore as it shook
and destroyed the nation by collapsing buildings and treasured ancient monuments, killing
about 9,000, injuring over 3000 and leaving
more than 250,000 people homeless. The role
of the media during the crucial time had been
highly effective in imparting knowledge to the
common people via different means of communication mostly through TV channels, newspapers and radio. Since many people didn’t have
access to electricity because of the power cut
and were traumatized to stay in their homes
forcing them to stay outdoors, radio was the
only source of communication. Hence radio
broadcasters conveyed the essential messages
right from the evacuation and relief work. Both
the local and the international media were
successful in drawing the world’s attention and
generating immense interest of people towards
the devastated nation which was in urgent
need of global aid as the news broadcast of
the disaster led the world get insight into the
country’s critical condition. The local media
was facing a hard time in broadcasting right
after the tragedy as the country experienced
power cut and sudden disruption in the telephone lines however the news broadcasted by
the international media helped with quick raise
of fund and necessary supplies to the victims.

Many people from all around the world came
together as one, prayed for the nation and help
in raising donations. A host of volunteer assistance emerged from various countries who lent
their helping hands to rescue people trapped
underneath the collapsed buildings and who
required immediate medical assistance. Rainfall on the other hand made the situation even
worse as flood and landslide took place which
resulting in blockage of roads that connected
all the cities to the capital Kathmandu. Yet,
reporters made an effort, explored the damaged areas and were among the first people to
reach for help in major of the affected areas.
The Government, Non-Profit Organizations
(NPOs) along with individuals were also found
to be emphatically disseminating earthquake
related news in the disaster hit districts. Facebook updated a safety check feature which
enabled people to mark that they are safe,
which was later reported to their contacts.
Likewise, friends or family could also mark the
other person safe if the other person couldn’t
get access to the internet. Information meant
power and reassurance. In addition to that,
social media pages were flooded with status,
heartbreaking pictures, videos and information alerting the world on the tragedy and the
extent of the devastation in the ravaged nation.
People who had anyhow managed to reach to
the remote affected areas that didn’t have access to even basic needs after the earthquake
updated their status on Facebook about the
situation along with pictures and videos. The
media is not always negative but can empower
and mobilize.

Recently Essena O’Neill, an Australian popular
Instagramer who has thousands of followers,
revealed that her perfect life is not that perfect.
Essena drew attention due to her beauty, fashion
and lifestyle of popular girl in social media. However, she confessed that photos are edited and
she got paid for promoting products on her Instagram. She has opened her own web site “Let’s
be game changers” which intended to bring
attention to global issues and where participants
can talk about their own social media obsession.
The media has a lot of advantages. The main role
of the media - is an information and education
outlet. Media highlights urgent social problems
and it affects the mind and behavior of people
in society and the individual. Through the media
people can get very different knowledge, actually
everything in the world (on different countries,
social classes, types of behavior and lifestyle,
and more). Media has influence on the younger
generations by changing mind, values, needs
and interests, morals and morality. Since young
people are curious and want to be aware of all
the events taking place not only in their city but
throughout the world. Progress is not always an
advantage and benefit; and not something that
will always provide flourishing results. It brings a
trade-off. In this specific case, it is a trade-off between living in a modern world and at some point
giving up your identity. Identity is unique as well
as fingerprints. The process of identity formation
as the acquisition of a sense of dignity, self-actualization is a movement in the direction of gaining
an increasingly complex and diverse experience.
However the influence of media on personality
is tremendous. Young people tend to follow the
trends. They try to be different, but in an attempt
to be “not like others” they are just copying the
mass. They want to be “one of a kind”, in reverse
they end up being in a mainstream. Media also
cultivates a new generation, opens up shared
and extraordinary ideas, lifestyle, and opinions.
There are selective stories of building own media
personality through social media, but for some
people this gives the roots for building a business. In psychology there is a concept of stroking.
Stroking - an action in which a person directs his
attention to the partner, indicating acceptance of
her/his presence as a person. We need stroking
- actions that indicate to us that we are recognized as individuals, pay attention to us. Without
strokes we feel inferior, become irritable, sad.
And “likes” in social networks – are the easiest
way to “pat” the person or be “stroked”. People
use “like” to attract attention. You can put the

“Like”, thus expressing the opinion of the author’s
involvement in the post. To get the love («like»),
approval, praise, or to attract attention, it is necessary to do something. Post a funny picture,
write an interesting post, share the news, change
the avatar, and show new photos. Of course, the
disadvantage of stroking is that it makes people
emotionally vulnerable and susceptible to manipulation. Media behavior as a way of life: a lifestyle
in which a person should always be aware of the
events; a certain style of consciousness; the desire for fame, success, wealth, influence. Therefore, people got addicted to strokes or how many
“likes”. In addition, the pursuit of “likes” and the
constant desire to receive them is dictated by the
competitive spirit inherent in human nature. The
more I have “likes”, so I’m better, they say, raising the popularity of social networking in the first
place in the hierarchy of values. Human nature
has the desire to be understood and loved. We
want to create a self-image that will be appreciated by others. And the approval of others - a
kind of balm for the soul, ‘we see that you’re all
right’ means that you’re a fully-fledged member
of society and not just a “blue stocking”.
In Kyrgyzstan people always have to be aware of
“what other people will say”. So whatever you
do, you will be compared to others. For example,
usually people traditionally had organized one big
wedding. However, these days, there is a growing
trend to have a pre-wedding ceremony called
“kyz-uzatuu” or to see off the bride. The most
important thing is that these two events should
be as pompous as possible, expensive, and with
hundreds of guests, the merrier and more lucrative. And young people will then post pictures and
videos from the event to their social networks.
And even then it is not the end. After the wedding
the couple will be posting photos from their honeymoon-in the Bahamas. Then their followers
or subscribers will put “like” whilst thinking “my
wedding should be and will be bigger.” In fact
some people cannot afford to hold expensive
weddings so this creates unnecessary insecurities and generational pressures. So, with the
social media it is always about comparison and
an identity based on negative relations (what you
are not or what you don’t have.) However, social
networks have also taught us the principle that
genuine love can only really be earned. Somebody cannot put a «like», simply because s/he is
a person. Thus, Essena O’Neill brings to us an
awareness that pressing and receiving “like” is
an addiction and a fake social value popularized
through media.
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Looking back at the origin and evolution of the
media, it is amazing how much connected the
world has become. We are fast becoming a
global village. At present, the mass media can
easily reach even very young children in their
homes. Television, radio, smart phones and
computers contribute to the increase in the
exposure of juveniles to mass media content.
Juvenile delinquency is defined as behavior of
children under the age of 18 that gives rise to
crime or legal action. This phenomenon causes
large- scale social problems in communities.
Juvenile delinquency includes crimes of all
types like violence, bullying, substance abuse,
theft and sexual abuse. There has been a deep
concerned about the influence/effect of the
media violence on the development of juvenile
delinquency. We need to look at various aspects of and the kinds of media, and how they
affect youths today. It is assumed that media
significantly affects juvenile behavior meaning
that the violence and aggression we see in the
media today can potentially lead to juvenile delinquency. Violence, gender-stereotyping, and
even increased sexual promiscuity have been
cited as ills of modern media outlets. Violent
video games, movies, cartoons and the like
cater to young, impressionable minds and implant value systems which we would consider
quite inappropriate in them. Insensitivity to the
value of life, to ethics, to ethical practices is
held in high esteem by the media we encounter
every single day of our lives. The protagonist
in a movie might kill a villain and harp about
this as a great achievement. From this, a child
starts forming an identity, a sense of self, by
exploring the world around him or her. This
child shapes him or herself based on the very
strong influences of the media. He or she
learns that he or she will have to live up to cer-

tain expectations. These expectations are set by
peers and the media based on popular notions
which may not be healthy for the child. But
being commonly accepted, the child is taught
at a very young age, through his or her interactions with people around him or her, that
these are the ideas that the child must believe
in. Social networking sites allow hate groups to
recruit and distribute propaganda online. Unauthorized sharing and copyright infringement
threatens intellectual property and causes loss
of income. Security attacks such as hacking,
identity theft, phishing scams, and viruses are
common online. Criminals use social media
to commit crimes. Robbers know when you’re
away from your home on vacation and stalkers
get information about your whereabouts via
social media. Sexual predators find, stalk, and
assault victims through social media. Sexting
(texting sexual content) can be a big problem.
When teens post sexy photos or comments
online, it can lead to criminal charges of child
pornography. 88% of “private” sexual images
posted to social media are stolen and publicly posted on porn sites without the subject’s
knowledge. Security attacks such as hacking,
identity theft, and viruses and exposure to
phishing scams are common via social media.
Evidence shows clearly that media exposure is
a causal risk factor for juvenile behavior. There
is considerably less evidence concerning violent crimes, but the few cross-sectional and
longitudinal studies that included violent crime
measures also found similar links with media
violence. The figures make clear that media
violence exposure has a larger effect on later
violent behavior than does substance use, abusive parents, poverty, living in a broken home,
or having low IQ which are other causes of juvenile delinquency.

With the cultural space opening up from the
1960s onwards, around the representation of
gender, ethnicity and class amongst others, the
stage was also set for questioning the third world
imagery and connotations in post-colonial times.
(logo image of 1985 ‘feed the world’ campaign
below provided by Prof Watson-ed).
According to a 2002 Glasgow University media
①
group study there is a strong current in the
contemporary research which suggests that
media are engaged in the production of mass
social ignorance. It is surprising that such outmoded stereotypes of Africa still exist in spite the
fact that we live in a globalized world with rich
information and high technological access. The
concept of representation, according to writers
such as the key cultural theorist from Birming②
ham University, the late Stuart Hall, has come
to occupy a new and important place in the study
of culture; it is the process by which meaning is
produced and exchanged by members of culture.
It does involve the use of language, of signs and
images which stands and represent objects and
ideas. Fundamentally, the information production
process embodies powerful cultural and ideological assumptions about what is normal and
acceptable and the hub of information production and dissemination are rooted in the west. It
would also be pertinent to note that, that which
may be excluded could be more or less important as what is included in the meaning process.
Therefore, there exists a predominance of certain
type of imagery and story lines in all main stream
media which creates and reinforces the assumption of dominance. The media representation of
Africa is intertwined in stereotypes. The media
most often share the stereotypes which are
predominantly negative. The negative reportage
and identity that has characterized Africa paints
a bleak picture of Africa’s underachievement to
the audience. The dominant theme informing the
reportage of Africa can be identified as follows.
Africa is synonymous with poverty; whenever Africa is mentioned the picture that readily comes
to mind is poverty and misery and requiring help
(see the ‘paternalistic’ logo from Live Aid 1985
above). The continent has been termed the poorest of the poor, a destination to most of world
ODA and debt laden continent. Sometime in the
early 2000s the world media waves was busy with
the debt owned by the continent to the global

financial system, the debt relief advocacy was
dominated with debt forgiveness which is perceived by social commentator and scholars from
the continent as a propaganda constructed by
the media to cover the complicity of the western
lending houses in financing the dubious and unrealistic projects without an objective feasibilities
on the repayment process. Images and newlines
are constant scenes of malnourished children
and older people suffering from different kind of
diseases and infections, drought land and barren
landscapes shantytowns and squalors.
In all these little or no attention or reference is
been made to the actual people who feed fat from
the abundant natural resources and wealth the
continent is blessed with. Africa is documented as home to financial corruption especially
by the political elites who loots the treasury of
their national governments but nobody care to
question the destinations to those loots, it is surprising how the monies stolen from the people
find their ways into western banks and are often
invested in the west which also directly or indirectly contributes to the economic growth of the
west while impoverishing the African states. The
media representation of the continent ignores
the underlying truth that the west entrenched a
structure that will perpetually keep Africa under
their control even after political independence.
The fact still remains that structural and cultural
changes does not happen overnight they are a
process. Moreover, another trending theme in
the media representation of Africa that Africa is
characterized by continual tribal and communal
wars, the overriding impression is that of wars.
Less or no attempt is made at understanding the
factor which explains the situation. Most countries in the continent are forced together into
nations and countries by colonial powers for their
administrative convinces with little or no regard
to the different values and norms of the peoples.
Homogeneity of the people was compromised
and heterogeneity enthroned with a political and
economic system that clearly defines the cultural, social differences and glaring exclusions and
inequalities in the distribution of the common
wealth. We are continually thriving to emancipate
ourselves from the hold of backwardness. Africa
desires among other things objective and better
media representation.
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Tth Politics of U.S.and Russian Intervention in Syria: A New Cold War?

Social media - leading to a new era of identity

The Middle East has undergone several paroxysm from the collapse of Iraq, to the Arab spring,
the Saudi lead bombardment of Yemen, and the
Syrian war. The spread of Islamic State (IS) has
fueled violence and ensued division among various Islamic sects. America’s interest and power
in the region seems to be waning while regional
powers such as Turkey, Iran and Saudi Arabia
are becoming more assertive. The Syrian crisis
could be dated back to a pro-democracy protest
that started in the southern city of Deraa in 2011,
after the arrest and torture of teenagers who
painted revolutionary slogans on a school wall, in
an attempt to manage the protest, security forces
opened fire on demonstrators resulting in many
deaths. The conflict is now more than just a battle between those for or against President Assad.
It has acquired sectarian overtones, pitching the
countries Sunni majority against the President’s
Iran backed Shia Alawite sect and necessitated
intervention from regional and world powers, notably US and Russia, each fighting for a particular
interest in the mask of restoring a peaceful Syrian nation. The recent rise of the Sunni extremist
IS has added a further dimension.

Cross-cultural negotiation becomes a common
area of research every day because businesses
all over the world are spreading their frontiers
beyond their domestic markets. Effective international negotiators need to know not only
the essentials of trade, but also how culture
can impact the dealers’ behavior and general
negotiation process. South Korea is one of the
world’s wealthiest nations, and is a member of
the Organization for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD) and the G-20 major economies. Colombia has the fourth largest economy
in Latin America, is part of the group of six leading emerging markets countries (CIVETS-Colombia-Indonesia-Vietnam-Egypt-Turkey-South
Africa). Its principal industries include oil,
mining, chemicals, agricultural products, food
processing, health services, textile and fabrics,
garments, forest products, home and office material, military products, banking and IT services,
and automotive assembly industry. Korea and
Colombia signed a bilateral Free Trade Agreement on 21th February, 2013, but it was just declared in effect since the end of 2015. Under this
agreement both countries will abolish tariffs on
over 96 percent of the other country’s products
within ten years after the beginning of this bilateral accord. Korea hopes to increase its exports
of automobiles, automotive components, plastics,
and steel, while Colombia expects a growth of
exports of agricultural products, processed food,
textiles, and natural resources including crude
oil. Initially, one of the most important issues that
Korean and Colombian negotiators must consider in the near future is learning or improving
basics command of the language of their counterpart, in this case Korean and Spanish (even
if both parties speak fluent English). It is highly
recommend to acquire basic grammar structures
and vocabulary, technical names and simple
requests. Negotiators should get to know each
other well, avoiding conversations over sales
records, claiming that goods or services offered
maintain originality, the best prices and the finest
quality in the market. Koreans should not refer
exclusively to the United States as ‘Americans.’
It is much better to specify North Americans,
Central Americans - the Caribbean, and South
Americans. Colombians must avoid overemphasizing Korean historical and cultural connections
with Japan and China or refer to common words,
food, architecture or some traditions as ‘Asian’.
The best way to avoid such stereotypes is for

THE UNITED STATES
While the US has accused President Assad of
responsibility for the widespread atrocities, US
policy proposes a negotiated settlement to end
the war and a formation of a transitional administration (regime change). The US supports
Syria’s men opposition alliance and provides
limited military assistance to other moderate
rebel groups. However the US is also in a battle
with ISIS and thus has similar interests as those
of President Assad and of course, Shiite Iran.
Toppling Assad may actually increase ISIS activity
as a threat to the US and Iranian security. Iran
and the US now seem to have mutual interests.
This is causing difficulties between the US and its
Sunni-ally Saudi Arabia. Since September 2014
the US has been conducting air strikes on IS and
other jihadist groups in Syria as part of an international coalition against the jihadist group but
in the same vain has avoided attacks that might
benefit president Assad forces. US strategy in
Syria is training and arming Syrian rebels to now
take the fight to IS on the ground. Rebels and
opposition alliance are concerned that US priority
has now shifted from regime change to fighting
ISIS. The balance: to provide support for the liberation forces and to suppress Sunni extremists
IS, whilst acknowledging potential need for help
from Assad and Iran to defeat IS. The U.S. also
needs to convince Turkey and NATO to help fight

ISIS but Turkey is concerned that fighting and defeating ISIS may require it to provide help to the
Kurds and a concern that the Kurds will use this
support to increase calls for Kurdish independence and secession from Turkey.
RUSSIA
Since 1956, the Russian government has been
a military ally of Syria and recently Russia has
been one of the Syrian President Bashar al-Assad’s most important international backers and
so kin to the survival of the regime. It has blocked
UN resolutions against instituting regime change
at the UN Security Council and has continued to
supply weapons to the Syrian military despite international criticisms. Russia has the key interest
of protecting a key naval facility which it leases
at the Syrian port of tortuous, which also serves
as the Russia’s sole Mediterranean base for its
Black Sea fleet. The recent intervention of Russia
against rebels which he opted IS and all terrorists were target. However western backed groups
which were not tagged terrorist network by the
UN resolution were reported hit by Russian air
strikes. The US Secretary of State John Kerry in
a response to the Syrian crisis said “the United
States has realized that there is no military solution to conflict but that a political resolution will
not be possible if the Assad regime is allowed
to continue killing the Syrian people without
consequences. The evidence is powerful and the
question for all of us is what are we going to do?
Turn our backs to the conflict? Have a moment
of silence?” What is the solution to the Syrian
crisis? Several other nations has joined the joint
military action against the terrorist rebel groups,
and terrorist networks several attempts has
been initiated to broker peace and has been unproductive, foreign intervention in Syria has been
seen to be political as intervening powers are not
much driving by a sole goal of restoring peace
in Syria but also fighting for the other interest.
The diverse interest and approach to the crisis
has been responsible for the intensifying nature
of the crisis. Could supporting the Assad regime
to wage war against all oppositions as proposed
by Russia or ousting the Assad regime as proposed by the US be a panacea for restoring peace
in Syria? A US born historian Black Elk said “if
you will read again what is written, then you will
understand how it was written”. Giving a positive
response to the initial cause of the agitation will
be an effective step towards ensuring a peaceful
and territorially integral Syrian state. However
at peace and being territorially integral does not
necessarily mean being democratic or free.

each party to start the first meeting by making
introductions and explaining the specific facts
about the country and its people. Korea and Colombia employ time in such diametrically opposing manners that it may cause intense friction
between the two peoples. The Korean side should
understand that the pace of life for Colombians
might make them seem to be lacking punctuality
and ‘pali-pali’ urgency in meeting schedules,
procedures, production and goods delivery. In
contrast, the Colombian side should accept that
Koreans might take enormous amounts of time
in collecting extra information, discussing details, making decisions, and particularly, getting
a consensus. Global time differences also have
a great impact on communication, both parties
must be aware of the 14 hour- difference. For
that reason, when doing tasks simultaneously
in ‘real time’ like asking for detailed information
about products or services, shipment status,
service delivery process, and confirming the
quantity picked, payment statement in banks or
reporting failures, it is strongly recommended to
plan reasonable times. There is another sensitive
issue regarding national festivals, celebrations
and public holidays. In Korea, there are around
15 national holidays while Colombia has around
20 every year. On those dates offices and banks
are closed which may affect the delivery time of
products, delays in new orders, expired materials
remaining in warehouse or ship, limited working
hours in customs, late transactions, and payments. So, there must be designed by both sides
a special schedule on adapting to contingencies.
Negotiators on both sides may not announce
when they are to leave for fear of being pushed
into having to make a rushed decision and inevitable concessions. Yet at some point meetings
do have to end and as a result of any delaying in
order to avoid any concessions meetings might
also go on for a longer time than expected and
other opportunities and contacts elsewhere may
be lost. This is why knowing the counterparts
itinerary is also important information. Finally,
depending on what kind of business or good is
being traded, Koreans may move prices by about
20 to 40 percent and Colombians by about 20 to
35 percent between initial offer and final agreement so it is better at the beginning to sign a
medium term agreement including government
compliance with commitments adopted. Any
mistake might destroy the entire operation and
future commercial relations.
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